
UWHS English Summer Reading Directions – 2021 

 

Hi there, Seniors-to-Be! 

 

For your summer reading assignment, you have two tasks. You will need to complete both for the first day of school on 

Friday, August 20. We will ultimately do some writing on each of these books after the school year begins. 

 

If you have any questions as you work, or if there is anything I can help you with, feel free to reach out! I will be on 

campus for most of the summer if you would like to meet in person, and I am also available over email any time at 

acarroll@lasalleyakima.org. 

 

Task 1: 1984, by George Orwell 

Your first task is to read 1984, by George Orwell. It is basically the dystopian novel, as its nightmarish vision of a future 

totalitarian England imagined in the late 1940s has served as inspiration for countless other dystopian works in 

literature, film, and television. It follows Winston Smith, a worker in the controlling Party’s Ministry of Truth whose 

entire life changes after he writes one simple thought: Down with Big Brother.  

 

As you read, please take notes on a couple or three (or more) of the major themes below: 

• Propaganda and how/why it works on the public. 

• The role of history in shaping our understanding of society (you might also want to think about the saying 

“History is written by the winners”). 

• The omnipresence of technology, tracking, and surveillance, and the consequences that stem from powerful 

institutions using them to invade citizens’ privacy. 

• Citizens’ relationship to political institutions and how these institutions influence personal behavior. 

• Social class discrepancies and ways in which upper classes exert control over lower classes. 

• Free will and the extent to which people can exercise it within an oppressive society. 

• Ways in which any of the above ideas connect with our present-day society. 

• Any other ideas you notice and find particularly compelling. 

 

Task 2: Choose Your Own (Reading) Adventure! 

In addition to 1984, please read at least additional book of your choosing from the list below. (You’re totally welcome to 

read more than one.) It should be a book that you have not already read. After you finish reading, jot down some notes 

on what you believe to be the three most powerful ideas this book communicates, and how the author communicates 

these ideas in the text. (These ideas should be ones you generate on your own, not ones taken from other analyses.) 

Please note that while most of these selections are novels, there are also some memoirs, plays, and graphic novels 

sprinkled in. If there is a book of similar merit that is not included on this list that you would like to read for this task, 

please run it by me for approval no later than Friday, July 30. This list extends onto the next page… 

 

Any play by William Shakespeare except Othello (we might read it in the spring) or others you have read in prior classes 

The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay, by Michael Chabon 

Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy (any translation will suffice) 

Angela’s Ashes, by Frank McCourt 

Atonement, by Ian McEwan 

August: Osage County, by Tracy Letts 

The Awakening, by Kate Chopin 

The Bell Jar, by Sylvia Plath 

Beloved, by Toni Morrison 

Beowulf (any translation will suffice, but I recommend the Seamus Heaney one) 

Brave New World, by Alodus Huxley 
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Catch-22, by Joseph Heller 

Cloud Atlas, by David Mitchell 

The Color Purple, by Alice Walker 

A Confederacy of Dunces, by John Kennedy Toole 

Don Quixote, by Miguel de Cervantes (any translation will suffice, though you’re also welcome to read it in Spanish) 

East of Eden, by John Steinbeck 

Educated, by Tara Westover 

The Glass Castle, by Jeanette Walls 

The Goldfinch, by Donna Tartt 

Great Expectations, by Charles Dickens 

Gulliver’s Travels, by Jonathan Swift 

The House of the Spirits, by Isabel Allende 

The Iliad, by Homer (any translation will suffice, but I recommend the Robert Fagles one) 

In Cold Blood, by Truman Capote 

Invisible Man, by Ralph Ellison 

It Can’t Happen Here, by Sinclair Lewis 

Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Bronte 

The Lovely Bones, by Alice Sebold 

Maus, by Art Spiegelman (read both volumes) 

Middlesex, by Jeffrey Eugenides 

Moby Dick, by Herman Melville 

Mrs. Dalloway, by Virginia Woolf 

Native Son, by Richard Wright 

Never Let Me Go, by Kazuo Ishiguro 

The Odyssey, by Homer (any translation will suffice, but I recommend the Robert Fagles one) 

On the Road, by Jack Kerouac 

Persepolis, by Marjane Satrapi (read both volumes) 

The Picture of Dorian Gray, by Oscar Wilde 

The Poisonwood Bible, by Barbara Kingsolver 

Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen 

The Road, by Cormac McCarthy 

Silas Marner, by George Eliot 

Slaughterhouse-Five, by Kurt Vonnegut 

The Sun Also Rises, by Ernest Hemingway 

A Tale of Two Cities, by Charles Dickens 

Tender Is the Night, by F. Scott Fitzgerald 

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, by Betty Smith 

The Underground Railroad, by Colson Whitehead 

The Virginian, by Owen Wister 

Wuthering Heights, by Emily Bronte 

 

Stumped as to what to read for Task 2? Feel free to ask for a recommendation! 


